
360 STD 370 STD 371 THIN 373 DEEP 

Plano have re-invented the Stowaway with the launch of EDGE!  At first glance, you’ll notice the clarity of the lid, and the massive        
1-handed latch…But diving deeper, you’ll see a long list of features that separate EDGE from the competition.  

Features include: Dri-Loc watertight seal, Rustrictor rust prevention moulded into base, Crystal clear lid & One-handed latch, water 
absorbing desiccant divider, innovative labeling system, pre-separated vented dividers that recess into the base to avoid part       
migration and ribbed lid and steel pin hinges for durability. 

EDGE PROFESSIONAL SERIES STOWAWAYS 

EDGE MASTER JIG/SPINNER  EDGE MASTER SPINNERBAIT  

EDGE MASTER SERIES STOWAWAYS 

EDGE MASTER PLASTICS  

 EDGE MASTER CRANKBAIT SM     EDGE MASTER TERMINAL     EDGE MASTER CRANKBAIT XL 

The Edge Master Series have all of the same features as the Professional Series along with tackle specific designs.                              
The Edge Master Terminal has unique lift-out trays for weights, hooks and small parts. The Edge Master crankbait series 
have Silicone Fingers which protect lures, hooks and finishes. These are available in both shallow and deep models.             

CODE:11PLASE360 / CTN QTY - 6                             
27 x 18 x 4cms                              

CODE:11PLASE370 / CTN QTY - 4                             
35 x 23 x 5cms                              

CODE:11PLASE371 / CTN QTY - 6                             
35 x 23 x 3cms                              

CODE:11PLASE373 / CTN QTY - 4             
35 x 23 x 8cms                              

CODE:11PLASE400 /CTN QTY - 6                             
35 x 23 x 4cms                              

CODE:11PLASE500 /CTN QTY - 4                             
35 x 15 x 5cms                              

CODE:11PLASE503 /CTN QTY - 2                        
35 x 23 x 18cms                              

CODE:11PLASE600 /CTN QTY - 4                             
35 x 23 x 5cms                              

CODE:11PLASE700 /CTN QTY - 2                             
35 x 15 x 18cms                              

CODE:11PLASE800 /CTN QTY - 2                        
35 x 23 x 18cms                              

600 700 800 

400 500 503 

Due December 2019 

Due December 2019 



Plano’s innovative Rustrictor Series brings unbeatable rust-proof protection to the StowAway line. Designed in partnership with      
industry leader Armor Protective Packaging, Rustrictor Stows surround tackle with 360 degrees of Vapour Corrosion Inhibitor (VCI). 
These tackle boxes fight back at rust and corrosion 5x longer* than the competition. Keep your prized lures looking like new with   
Rustrictor! *Per Accelerated Lab Testing. Features: Entire box infused with VCI rust prevention, works without dividers, have bright 
red latches and are available in 6 popular sizes. 

RUSTRICTOR SERIES STOWAWAYS 

RUSTRICTOR 3500  RUSTRICTOR 3600 STD RUSTRICTOR 3700 STD 

RUSTRICTOR 3700 THIN      RUSTRICTOR 3700 DEEP  RUSTRICTOR TERMINAL    

CODE:11PLASV350 /CTN QTY - 6                             
23 x 13 x 3cms                              

CODE:11PLASV360 /CTN QTY - 6                             
27 x 14 x 4cms                              

CODE:11PLASV370 /CTN QTY - 4                    
36 x 23 x 5cms                              

CODE:11PLASV371 /CTN QTY - 6                             
36 x 23 x 3cms                              

CODE:11PLASV373 /CTN QTY - 3                             
36 x 23 x 8cms                              

CODE:11PLASV455 /CTN QTY - 4                             
31 x 22 x 4cms                              

145040 ABS CASE            

CODE:11P145040 / CTN QTY - 4 
Col: Yellow / 23 x 12 x 8cms                                

147080 ABS CASE            

CODE:11P147080 / CTN QTY - 2      
Col: Charcoal / 36 x 23 x 13cms                      

146070 ABS CASE            

CODE:11P146070 / CTN QTY - 4  
Col: Orange / 27 x 13 x 10cms                              

144930 ABS CASE           

CODE:11P144930 / CTN QTY - 6          
Col: Blue / 16 x 11 x 5cms                              

ABS SERIES WATERPROOF CASES 
The new ABS Series waterproof cases provides unparalleled protection for your important 
items. The strong ABS structure and Dri-Loc seal make the cases tough and airtight as well. 
The 144930 and 145040 models have TPR rubber lining that provides secure protected storage 
and the 146070 and the 147080 models have high density PLUCK FOAM that provides even 
more secure storage. Each case has a pressure release latch and theft prevention tab. 

The entire box is         
infused with VCI rust 
prevention and works 

In stock now 

Due December 2019 



GUIDE SERIES TACKLE BAGS AND WRAPS   
New for 2020, Plano’s Guide Series range has never looked or functioned better. Each model features hard-backed 1680 Denier fabric 
that will hold its colour and shape for years. Additional upgrades include laser-cut MOLLE attachment points; redesigned pocket       
configurations for improved access and comfort; oversized zippers that open with ease; and the bags have an all-new TPR molded 
base with extra rigidity and gripping power. But here’s what we’re really excited about. Each tackle bag features a patent-pending 
magnetic Dropzone™ on top of the lid that keeps your favourite bait and tools within grabbing distance. This is a revolutionary              
innovation exclusively from the minds of Plano engineers, and the Guide Series bags are the first to see it come to life.  

- Magnetic Dropzone for quick access to tools and lures              
- Ultra-Rugged 1680 denier outer fabric                                   
- Enhanced rigidity to hold shape                                                
- Moulded HDPE base with non-skid TPR over moulded pads 
- Waterproof cell phone holder, license holder and carabiner    
- Laser-Cut MOLLE webbing                                                    
- Oversized molded zippers for durability & easier use              
- 3700 Includes (5) 3750 Stowaways & (1) 3650 Stowaways  
-  CODE:12PLABG370 / CTN QTY - 2   49 x 30 x 24cms                              

- Designed for spinnerbaits & large blades
- Includes eight extra-large zip-seal bags       
- Zippered interior pockets                         
- Laser-Cut MOLLE webbing                         
- Sturdy carry handle                                    
- CODE:12PLABG10 / CTN QTY - 6                  
- 32 x 27 x 5cms                              

- Moulded top and bottom for ultimate protection     
- Soft felt-lined interior                                               
- Includes 10 adjustable dividers for up to 12 reels     
- Padded shoulder strap and sturdy carry handle          
- Oversized zippers                                                        
- CODE:12PLAOR370 / CTN QTY - 2                                 
- 38 x 23 x 19cms                              

- Designed to protect & organize your soft baits
- Includes eight worm-proof,  zip-seal bags            
- Zippered interior pockets                                  
- Laser-Cut MOLLE webbing                              
- Sturdy carry handle                                           
- CODE:12PLABG100 / CTN QTY - 6                             
- 29 x 25 x 2cms                              

PLABG100 WORM WRAP  PLABG110 BLADE BAG  

PLAOR370 REEL LOCKER  

PLABG370 3700 SERIES TACKLE BAG  PLABG360 3600 SERIES TACKLE BAG  

Magnetic    
Dropzone              

to quickly secure 
your  metal tools 

Due early 2020 

- Magnetic Dropzone for quick access to tools and lures         
- Ultra-Rugged 1680 denier outer fabric                                   
- Enhanced rigidity to hold shape                                             
- Moulded HDPE base with non-skid TPR over moulded pads 
- Waterproof cell phone holder, license holder and carabiner          
- Laser-Cut MOLLE webbing                                                       
- Oversized molded zippers for durability & easier use                    
- 3600 Includes (5) 3650 Stowaways & (1) 3500 Stowaways  
- CODE:12PLABG360 / CTN QTY - 2   39 x 26 x 20cms                              



FINS FIGHTER PRT BRAID  

SPOOL SIZES AVAILABLE 
 10LB 20LB 30LB 45LB 60LB 

150YDS Y Y Y Y  Y 

300YDS   Y Y Y Y  

600YDS   Y Y Y Y 

1200YDS   Y Y Y Y 

4000YDS   Y Y Y Y 

TENSILE                                            
LBS 

MONO EQUIV 
DIAMETER 

 DIAMETER 
INCHES 

DIAMETER   
MM 

10 2 0.008 0.203 
20 6 0.010 0.254 
30 8 0.011 0.279 
45 10 0.012 0.304 
60 15 0.014 0.355 

FINS FIGHTER PRT SPECS 

FINS Fighter PRT differs from the original PRT in that we have improved the 
resin system which is applied as well as the method to apply it. This results 
in a rounder more abrasion resistant product that has a better strength to 
weight ratio than the Original PRT. Fighter PRT also is somewhat firmer 
(without being stiff) allowing for better performance in regards to casting 
distance and reduces the chances of getting rod tip wrapping. Features  
include 100% Spectra Fiber, high strength durability and is ideal for all tough 
and predatory fish. 

CLASSIC 200  

The Classic 200 is the newest addition to the Classic Lure stable and will be sure to 
have maximum impact. Available in 2 dive depths +3 & +10 and in 8 proven colours. 

LENGTH 
MM 

WEIGHT 
GMS 

DIVING 
DEPTH 

ITEM                
CODE 

200 85 1mt/3� 02CL20. .  
200 85 3mt/10� 02CL20D . . 

GH01 - Ghost Casper 

GH06 - Ghost Tiger Lily 

GH05 - Ghost Bananafish 

GH02 - Ghost Gold 

12 - Gold Mullet Dazzler 

50 - Splice 

07 - Guns “N” Roses 

08 - Qantas 

GHOST BODY COLOUR RANGE   +3 AND +10 MODELS STANDARD BODY COLOUR RANGE  +3 AND +10 MODELS 

In stock now 

In stock now 



BLUEWATER KNIFE 

BLUEWATER FLOATING STICKBAIT 

The Floating and Sinking Stickbait from the Bluewater stable are built tough to take on the most ferocious predators when targeting 
Bluewater species such as GTs, Tuna and Tarpon etc. The Stickbait is hand made and handcrafted using a super clear resin and 
features a heavy duty wire through construction.  

03 - Abalone Black 

01 - Abalone Blue 

02 - Abalone Gold 

01 - Abalone Blue 

04 - Abalone Red Head 

02 - Abalone Gold 

COLOUR RANGE  

03 - Abalone Purple 

LENGTH 
MM 

WEIGHT 
GMS 

DIVING 
DEPTH 

ITEM          
CODE 

180 74 FLOATING 03SBF . .  

LENGTH 
MM 

WEIGHT 
GMS 

DIVING 
DEPTH 

ITEM          
CODE 

180 98 SINKING 03SBS . .  
COLOUR RANGE  

BLUEWATER SINKING STICKBAIT 

BLUEWATER STICKBAIT 

The Bluewater Knife Range features a superior German       
stainless steel mid-flex blade, non stick coating on blade, soft 
TPR non slip handle and includes a webbing sheath. 

Bluewater Knife: 18cm 

Code: 03CBK18 

Code: 03CBK20 Bluewater Knife: 20cm 

The Bluewater Knife Sharpener is 
a compact design with a two 
stage knife sharpening system.    
It features both ceramic, tungsten 
and a diamond stone on the top 
section. The sharpener also has a 
suction pad base that allows you 
to secure it incredibly firmly to any 
clean flat surface. Measuring in at 
only 68mm, it takes up barely any 
space and is the perfect addition 
to your tackle box. Code: 03CBKS 

BLUEWATER KNIFE SHARPENER 

In stock now 

Due November 2019 

Due November 2019 



BLUEWATER SPEED SKIRT 

BLUEWATER SPEED PLUG 

04 - Pink 

01 - Purple Black 

COLOUR RANGE  

03 - Lumo 

02 - Lumo Green 

The Bluewater Speed Plugs are constructed from a hard polyurethane material, are keel weighted in the front for casting, have a  
luminous ball in the body section and feature a rubber hook lock that secures the rig. 

LENGTH 
MM 

WEIGHT 
GMS 

DIVING 
DEPTH 

ITEM          
CODE 

150  88 FLOATING 03SP . .  

01 - Smoke 

02 - Purple 

03 - Green 

04 - Blue 

COLOUR RANGE  

The Bluewater Speed Skirts are a high speed trolling skirt capable of 
searching waters at 15/18 knots making them ideal for Tuna, Wahoo 
and other high speed pelagic species. 

LENGTH 
MM 

WEIGHT 
GMS 

DIVING 
DEPTH 

ITEM          
CODE 

240  115 TROLLING 03SS . .  

In stock now 

In stock now 



J-DUSTER KING RIG 
The Bomber J-Duster King Rig is a quality assembled rig that saltwater fish can't resist. The J-Duster King Rig blows other ready 
made rigs out of the water.  Spend your time fishing and not making up rigs with the Bomber J-Duster King Rig. Quality is never an 
issue. Every saltwater rig is made as if we were going to fish them ourselves. Made with our popular 'J' Duster #6 single strand    
stainless steel wire and 2 saltwater grade 6/0 hooks.  The mouth imparts a unique action, that makes it irresistible to all fish. 

01 02 

   HOOK     
SIZE 

LURE 
WEIGHT   

PRODUCT             
CODE 

6/0 1 OZ 06BSWGKRD . .  

J-DUSTER KING RIG SPECS 

ACHTBRO 

BOMBER 16ASW & 17ASW  
New colour 

05 03 04 

In stock now 

In stock now 



TASMANIAN DEVIL BLADES TASMANIAN DEVIL SPOON 

TASMANIAN DEVIL PEGRON TASMANIAN DEVIL HOOK 

Col: 3 - Frog 

Col: 8 - Brown Trout 

Col: 2 - Pink Tiger 

Col: 7 - Rainbow Trout 

The Tasmanian Devil range of single hooks are         
designed with an extra-wide gap to improve hook-up 
rate and a large eye for easy assembly and freedom of 
movement with split rings. All hooks are 5 per pack. 

The Tasmanian Devil Pegron range of lures have a trademark swaying 
action that simply drives predators crazy. Best used with a slow      
retrieve, or hopped along the bottom. Available in 5 colours. 

Col: 1 - Tiger 

The Tasmanian Devil 'Devil Spoon' lure offers dual attraction 
of vibration and flash. As the spoon travels through the water it 
flutters from side to side and emits a vibration that attracts fish 
even in cloudy water. The polished under side of the Devil 
Spoon produces a flash attraction, ideal in clear running water 
and is a proven trigger for predatory  species. 

The Tasmanian Devil 'Devil Blade’ features a uniquely designed 
spinner blade which has been created to match the famous  
Tasmanian Devil lure. The blade provides a distinct action as it 
spins through the water. Custom Tasmanian Devil paint designs 
that have been created specifically for freshwater species. Each 
lure is equipped with quality terminal tackle and VMC treble 
hooks.  

03 - Fire Tiger 

05 - Thunder 

01 - Brown Trout 

02 - Rainbow Trout 

04 - Frog 

08 - Lime Frog 

06 - Grenade 

07 - Spotted Dog 

10 - Pink Panther 

09 - Allsorts 

03 - Fire Tiger 

05 - Thunder 

08 - Lime Frog 

01 - Brown Trout 

02 - Rainbow Trout 

04 - Frog 

06 - Grenade 

07 - Spotted Dog 

10 - Pink Panther 

09 - Allsorts 

COLOUR RANGE 

LENGTH 
MM 

WEIGHT 
GMS 

SWIMMING 
ACTION 

ITEM            
CODE 

40 7.5 Wobble   18SP7 . . 
50 12.5 Wobble   18SP12 . . 

LENGTH 
MM 

WEIGHT 
GMS 

SWIMMING 
ACTION 

ITEM            
CODE 

20 3.8 Wobble   18BL38 . . 
30 5.4 Wobble   18BL54 . . 

LENGTH 
MM 

WEIGHT 
GMS 

SWIMMING 
ACTION 

ITEM            
CODE 

65 11.5 Wobble   18PEG . . 

HOOK 
SIZE 

QTY PER 
PACK 

ITEM            
CODE 

HOOK 
MODEL 

1 5  18TSH01 7237BN 

2 5  18TSH02 7237BN 
4 5  18TSH04 7237BN 

COLOUR RANGE 

Due Nov 2019 Due Nov 2019 

Due Dec 2019 Due Nov 2019 



TASMANIAN DEVIL MONO LINE TASMANIAN DEVIL LEADCORE LINE 
Tasmanian Devil Leadcore is an  innovative line that al-
lows a lure  or  fly to be  trolled  at varying depths without 
the aid of a paravane or trolling sinkers. The leadcore 
trolling line is constructed from tightly braided nylon multi-
filament woven over a core of pure lead resulting in a fine 
diameter line with high  visibility colour metering every 10 
yards. The colour metering makes it easy to monitor the 
depth being fished.  

 

The Tasmanian Devil Mono range of lines are supple and are       
processed with real camouflage effect that imitates silt and plankton 
floating in water; moreover, the brownish 3D captures natural       
essence of chameleon. When you have the line above water, fluores-
cent glitter helps you trace its direction easily, but the part in the water 
where light penetration becomes less, the line turns brown with less 
reflection. This unique line has excellent knot strength and the coil 
memory and shock-resistant performance is improved making it            
suitable as reel mainline and as leader. 

TASMANIAN DEVIL MERCHANDISE 

HEADWEAR  

TRUCKERS CAP 

Front Back 

FISHING SHIRT 

The Tasmanian Devil range of merchandise features fishing shirts that are available in sizes S-M-L-XL-2XL-3XL and also available 
are the Tasmanian Devil Headwear and Truckers Cap (one size fits all). All merchandise is manufactured from high quality material.  

TYPE LB MTS CODE 

LEADCORE 18 30 18LC1830 
LEADCORE 14 100 18LC14100 
LEADCORE 18 100 18LC18100 
LEADCORE 27 100 18LC27100 

TYPE SIZE CODE 

SHIRT SMALL 44TFSS 
 SHIRT MEDIUM 44TFSM 
 SHIRT LARGE 44TFSL 
 SHIRT XLARGE 44TFSXL 
 SHIRT 2XLARGE 44TFS2XL 

 SHIRT 3XLARGE 44TFS3XL 

CAP ONE SIZE 44TDCAP 
HEADWEAR ONE SIZE 44TDBUFF 

In stock now 

In stock now 

In stock now 

In stock now 

In stock now 



For many fishing applications, to light tasks and heavy-duty work, the Gorilla Grip patented gloves are the go-to choice for anglers and 
handyman alike. With maximum durability, dexterity and a trusted never-slip grip, Gorilla Grip guarantees superior grip every time.  
Gorilla Grip gloves are constructed of nylon and dipped with a specialised coating to keep hands protected no matter the application, 
wet, dry or oily.  

GORILLA GRIP 

On the boat or at the cleaning station,Gorilla Grip A5 Cut gloves 
are a must for every tackle box. This glove features a highly 
breathable, flexible design with an ANSI level 5 industrial cut       
protection rating featuring proprietary polymer technology on 
the palm that pulls moisture away from the surface and        
provides maximum grip in wet and oily conditions. 

A5 CUT GLOVE 

The patented technology draws moisture to the surface of the glove where it 
quickly evaporates, or is transferred back to the inner layers of the glove. 
This aids in providing maximum grip during both wet and dry applications. 

The Rhinoflex glove is highly-breathable and fits like a second 
skin allowing natural movement on the reel. Prevent injuries from 
the thrash: the tough-but-flexible polymer shell delivers maximum 
impact and abrasion protection and ANSI level 5 industrial cut 
protection rating. Also featuring, proprietary polymer technology 
on the palm that pulls moisture away from the surface and          
provides maximum grip in wet and oily conditions. 

Gorilla Grip is a lightweight, 
breathable and high dexterity 

multi-purpose glove with a 
patented grip coating that                    
provides a maximum grip 

RHINOFLEX A5 CUT GLOVE  

GLOVE FEATURES 

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY 

The Veil Gloves are a must have for any tackle box. They’re 
lightweight, maintain a grip in the wettest conditions and fit like 
a second skin that protects hands from the sun. The proprietary 
polymer technology on the palm pulls moisture away from the 
surface and provides maximum grip in wet and oily conditions 
and the Veil gloves also features the exclusive Veil camo. 

VEIL GLOVE 

B 

E 

C

D 

A 

 MODEL SIZE        CODE 

ORIGINAL SMALL  15GGOS 

ORIGINAL MEDIUM  15GGOM 

ORIGINAL LARGE  155GGOL 

ORIGINAL X-LARGE  15GGOXL 

ORIGINAL 2X-LARGE  15GGO2XL 

VEIL MEDIUM  15GGVM 

VEIL LARGE  15GGVL 

VEIL X-LARGE  15GGVXL 

VEIL 2X-LARGE  15GGV2XL 

A5 CUT LARGE  15GGA5L 

A5 CUT X-LARGE  15GGA5XL 

RHINO MEDIUM  15GGRFM 

RHINO LARGE  115GGRFL 

RHINO X-LARGE  15GGRFXL 

A: Formfitting design B: Breathable 
nylon shell C: Fitted elastic cuff           
D: Patented non slip technology               

From light chores to heavy-duty projects, the Original Gorilla 
Grip glove is specialised for maximum durability, dexterity and 
hand  protection. These lightweight gloves allow your hands to 
breathe during tough tasks while maintaining an unmatched 
grip. Perfect for any handyman projects and fishing needs. 

ORIGINAL GORILLA GRIP GLOVE 

Due October 2019 



This net is lightweight yet sturdy – with an aluminium 
hoop and handle designed for simple one-handed 
use. Perfect for wading, canoeing or any other stream 
or river fishing.  

WADING NET 

3669 

NET             
SIZE CM 

MESH    
DEPTH CM 

HANDLE 
LENGTH CM 

PRODUCT     
CODE 

28 x 37 45  17  72F3669 

FRABILL BAIT STATION  
The Frabill Magnum Bait Station® provides so much more than transportation. With an injection-moulded base, commercial grade 
foam insulation and an integrated aerator, it creates the perfect internal environment to keep bait healthy – regardless of the weather.  

30-QUART MAGNUM BAIT STATION 
PRODUCT FEATURES                                                                           
30-quart /28 litre / Heavy duty injection moulded base with non 
slip bottom /Dual integrated, 2-speed, waterproof aerators / Runs 
on (2)  D-Cell batteries (not included), or included 12V plug /  
Durable composite latches that wont rust / Large comfortable 
side mounted handles and integrated ruler on top.                                  
66 x 37 x 34cms   /  CODE: 72FRBBA230 

19-QUART MAGNUM BAIT STATION 
PRODUCT FEATURES                                                                                                                                               
19-quart /18 litre HD cooler  /Deluxe aerator / 12V power 
adaptor  Padded shoulder strap / Lift-out net liner                                                   
48 x 44 x 34cms   /  CODE: 72FRBBA219 

Due October 2019 

In stock now 



MODEL 111                                            

438 
311 

136 

455 

440-4 

282 

K A Y A K   F I S H I N G                                               
STARTER PACK 

IN THE 
BOX 

GILLIES FISH SCALER BAG 

Take the hard work out of 
fish scaling! 
 
Toss the fish in the bag, 
drag bag behind the boat, 
within about 5 minutes 
they're done! 
 
Great for scaling fish and for 
keeping fish fresh. 
 
Suitable for all Types of 
Fishing! 

�� 1 x Scaler Bag 

�� 15mm Mesh 

�� 60cm Depth 

�� 30cm Diameter 

�� 5mt Length rope 

 

Product Code: 28SBB 

Due December 2019 

Due Nov 2019 



INTOUCH TECHNICAL TROUT    TECHNICAL TROUT LT 

The Technical Trout line has been  
designed for the angler fishing at range 
with long leaders and needing pinpoint 

accuracy and feather-weight presentation.  

The NEW Technical Trout line has been  
designed for the angler fishing at range 
with long leaders and needing pinpoint 

accuracy and feather-weight presentation.  

FATHOM SINKING LINES INTOUCH STILLWATER 

The NEW Stillwater is designed to cast 
long leaders and multiple fly setups as well 
as to easily turn over indicator rigs. Perfect 

for fishing from shore or from a boat.  

The NEW RIO’s Fathom Sinking 
Lines are designed for easy distance 

casting and complete fly control.  

DIRECT CORE PERMIT 

Specifically designed for the Permit       
fly fisher, this line features an easy    

casting taper that loads at close range. 

DIRECT CORE FLATS PRO    

The  DC Flats Pro line has easy    
annealing, a low-memory core that   
lays perfectly straight on the water. 

DIRECT CORE BONEFISH DIRECT CORE JUNGLE SERIES 

Designed to withstand the heat of 
tropical and jungle destinations and 

built on RIO’s low-memory DirectCore. 

Features a short, powerful front taper 
to cast large flies while the long back 
taper allows stable distance casts. 

Due Sept/Oct 2019 NEW FLY LINES FROM RIO 



The new LINK-MICRO from SPYPOINT is the 
easiest-to-use, most affordable, and smallest 
cellular trail camera available on the market. If 
you’re one of the millions of hunters who 
thought that cellular-capable trail cameras 
were too expensive for you, SPYPOINT has 
changed the game, and this camera is for 
you. 
A simple, three-step process activates the                
LINK-MICRO using the SPYPOINT app.  
The SPYPOINT app also allows the user to 
change settings, monitor camera status, and 
view images from virtually anywhere in the 
world. Uses 8 x AA batteries (not included) 12V DC.  

LINK MICRO CAMERA 

           

Size: 11 x 7 x 4cms  /  CODE: 83LMTC   

Through blank taper optimisation and specialised length offerings, 
the TROUT LL is perfected for wade fishing, closer casts, small 
flies, and light tippets. The TROUT LL’s delicate touch and medium 
action is a dry fly anglers dream.”3 to 6wt in lengths 7’9” to 9’ ft. 

While honouring our heritage with a full-frame design, narrow profile, 
and classic styling, the backbone of the TROUT reel is our proven 
One Revolution, Sealed Carbon System (SCS) drag. The heart of 
the series is the 4/5/6 which will balance perfectly with the majority 
of all-around trout rods. 

Available from all Sage dealers, please visit our website for more details. 

Available from all Sage dealers, please visit our website for more details. 

Due Oct 2019 


